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Another strong year has passed for the Noise Compatibility 
Committee. 

I am pleased to report that the “Fly Safe Fly Quiet” curfew 
compliance remains above 98%. We continue to make progress 
on the NCC strategic plan goals and collaborate with Naples 
Airport Authority staff to establish noise compatibility measures, 
examine aircraft noise reduction methods and programs, assist 
in addressing citizen noise concerns at the airport and conduct 
public outreach efforts on aircraft noise issues. 

While Metroplex continues to be a focal project for the FAA, 
the Florida Metroplex has been placed on hold due to the 
complexity of Florida’s airspace, the necessity to develop a 
community outreach plan and budget constraints. The NCC 
continues to monitor for any new developments, potential 
benefits or adverse outcomes, and remains ready to engage 
when the FAA resumes the project. 

I invite everyone to attend the NCC meetings. Your participation 
and feedback will contribute to the success of our efforts for 
the benefit of the Naples community.

The nine-member 
Noise Compatibility Committee monitors 

aircraft noise impacts, 
receives public input and makes 

recommendations about 
noise mitigation procedures 

for consideration by the 
Naples Airport Authority.
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Thanks to M. Richard Mellon, 
who served on the committee during 2017.



Strategic Plan

NCC Highlights

98% COMPLIANCE
Voluntary nighttime curfew compliance remains 
above 98%.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
Continuing efforts in the speakers bureau outreach 
established during 2016, NAA staff met with 14 
different community organizations and homeowners 
associations to deliver presentations about NAA, 
the airport and ongoing noise abatement efforts. 
This exceeds the amount of presentations given the 
previous year.

NCC Goals
� IMPROVE compliance with voluntary curfew

� STRENGTHEN Naples Airport Authority’s 
position as a good corporate citizen and 
neighbor

� REDUCE noise impacts

� MAINTAIN FAA transparency during the 
Metroplex Redesign Process

GOAL #4 of the NAA strategic plan 
is “to be an engaged, responsive partner in 
service to our community.” A key objective 
of accomplishing that goal is “to support 
the implementation of the NCC strategic 
plan.”  

Through continuing efforts, NAA staff and NCC members continue to make 
progress on the plan. 



AVOID FLYING 10 pm TO 7 am Noise Comment Hotline: (239) 643-1879

Metroplex: Improving Traffic Flow in Complex Airspace
Metroplex is the FAA’s airspace redesign project as part of NextGen, the transition from a ground-based navigation system to a satellite-
based air navigation system. A key NextGen goal is to safely improve the overall efficiency of the National Airspace System. The FAA is 
working to enhance the way aircraft navigate this complex airspace to improve airport access and make flight routes more efficient. 

Florida Metroplex
While regulation of airspace is under FAA jurisdiction, NAA has been proactive in both representing the community for the benefit of 
airport users and enhancing the quality of life for everyone in the community. 

In February 2017, the NAA Board of Commissioners adopted the following policy statement:

Naples Airport Authority remains committed to mitigating adverse impacts of aircraft noise on the communities surrounding 
the Naples Municipal Airport to the extent feasible. To that end, the Authority will:

� Advocate with FAA authorities for the assignment of the highest available initial clearance altitude for turbojet aircraft.
� Encourage turbojet operations to expedite climb to the assigned initial clearance altitude.
�	 Advocate	with	FAA	authorities	for	dispersal	of	flight	procedures,	to	mitigate	frequent	repetition	of	the	same	ground	track.	

The NAA and NCC held a joint special workshop meeting in March 2017 to review and discuss the FAA’s preliminary notional procedures 
for Naples.

NAA remains committed and involved as much as possible within the Florida Metroplex project. NAA staff has attended multiple industry 
meetings and conferences on Metroplex. In addition, Executive Director Chris Rozansky has presented on multiple occasions on the 
topic, including on a panel about Metroplex at the AAAE General Aviation Issues and Security Conference, hosted by Van Nuys Airport 
(VNY), part of the Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA) system in August. 

As of the end of the NAA 2017 fiscal year, Florida Metroplex was placed on hold due to complexity of the airspace, the necessity to develop 
a community outreach plan and budget constraints. 




